Abstract-The game model of the oligopoly under the linear demand function and the non-linear functions of agents costs is considered, taking into account the capacity constraints of the agents. The simulation of optimal strategies for unlimited agents is carried out. The Pareto-efficient information equilibria of the game are found under various reflective assumptions of the agents.
I. INTRODUCTION
The game-theoretic oligopoly models, widely represented in the modern literature [1] - [13] , are based on the search for Nash equilibria [14] without taking into account the constraints associated with the limits of the agents technological capacity. In this case, the equilibrium model is the vector of actions, that is, the sales volumes of the vendors (agents), simultaneously optimizing their criteria. The equilibrium is determined by solving the system of reaction equations or agents best responses on selected counterparty actions. In the case of exceeding the Nash equilibrium actions over the limits of agents technological capacity, they, as limited, choose smaller actions. As a result, a free market volume is formed, that is, the equilibrium of supply and demand is violated, therefore, the rest, unlimited agents, must choose actions that restore equilibrium.
The model of agent's action choice under capacity constraints is a dynamic problem, since these constraints are the results of agents investments in previous periods [15] , [16] . The dynamics of the problem is manifested in the adaptation of capacities to the dynamics of market equilibrium [17] , [18] . The result of the capacity constraints is manifested in the emergence of excessive demand, and the equilibrium depends on the strategy of the most competitive agent [19] . The capacity limitations were considered in models with linear [20] - [22] and quadratic [23] , [24] functions of agents costs in the symmetric Coumot oligopoly. The asymmetric capacitylimited oligopoly was investigated in the presence of the Stackelberg leader [12] , [25] . The Pareto-effective solution was obtained [26] for the problem of unlimited agents actions choice for oligopoly market.
However, the problem of finding the equilibrium under capacity constraints in the case of agents' reflexive behavior, leading to the various levels Stackelberg leaders appearance, is not solved and it is important.
II. METHODOLOGY
The following model of oligopoly market agents choice is considered: the agent chooses the non-negative and not exceeding the capacity limit action, maximizing his utility function (profit), taking into account the market demand inverse function, which determines the price dependence on the total supply of all agents. The following hypotheses are accepted: 1) the inverse demand function is linear; 2) the functions of agents costs are power; 3) the utility functions of agents are continuous, continuously differentiable and concave over a certain interval into which the capacity limit enters; 4) the capacity limit of the agent in a certain t-th period is proportional to the profit in the (t − 1)-th period.
Under these assumptions, the model for choosing the action of the i-th agent in the t-th period under the capacity constraint has the form
where Q i , Π i are the sales volume and profit of the i-th agent; N is the set of agents; n is the number of agents; P (Q) = a + bQ, a > 0, b < 0 is the inverse demand function; Q = i∈N Q i is the total market volume; C F i > 0,
are coefficients of the inverse demand function;Q it is the limit of the production capacity of the i-th agent; Q N i , i ∈ N is the Nash equilibrium vector of agents' actions; f i (·) is nondecreasing function. Further, the index "t" is omitted; it is assumed that problem (1) is considered in the t-th period.
It was proved [26] that the equilibria of oligopoly market agents are calculated by the formula
where the values Q * i are determined from the solution of system
where Q jQi is the conjectured variation, that is, the expected change in the supply of the j-th agent in response to a single increase in the supply of the i-th agent, determined based on the i-agent's leadership level.
The sum Q N = i∈N Q N i of the equilibrium agents' actions (2), taking into account the capacity limitations, does not exceed the volume of market demand at an equilibrium price corresponding to Q * = i∈N Q * i , therefore, a free market volume q is formed:
where N 2 = {i 2 ∈ N } is the subset of agents for which the capacity constraints are effective (hereinafter "limited" agents). It has been shown [26] that agents for which capacity constraints are not effective (hereinafter "unlimited" agents) forming a subset N 1 = {i 1 ∈ N }, can implement two types of strategies: 1) increasing the supply by some amount 0 < q i1 <Q i1 ,
2) the constancy of equilibrium supply
It was proved [26] that in the case of full awareness, when the common knowledge for all agents are vectors Q
The empirical study of country-regionplace Russian Federation telecommunications market [27] allowed to obtain vectors Q * i , i ∈ N , expressing information equilibria for various reflective assumptions of agents about environing strategies, including strategies of follower agents and Stackelberg leaders. However, the influence of capacity constraints was not investigated. The purpose of this article is to form vectorsQ i , i ∈ N and Q N i , i ∈ N , as well as to investigate the Pareto effectiveness of strategies q i1 = 0 ∨ q i1 > 0, i 1 ∈ N 1 . [31] , [32] of voice traffic (indicated by the "V " index), depending on the agents' profits for the previous period, shows (Fig. 1 ) the nonlinear trend. The analysis of the dynamic series of Internet traffic (denoted by the "I" index) shows (Fig. 2 ) the non-linear (exponential) trend, depending on the dynamics of voice traffic. Therefore, regressions of voice traffic limits capacity are formed as power functions depending on profits, and regression of Internet traffic -as exponential functions depending on voice traffic capacity limits: Table I . High values of the determination coefficient and the Fisher criterion, calculated at a significance level of 0.05, indicate the high explanatory characteristics of regression models, their adequacy and statistical significance.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Further, the most important information equilibria, calculated in [27] for the Russian telecommunications, are analyzed: the Cournot equilibrium (denoted by θ = 1), the equilibrium with the first level Stackelberg leader (MTS), denoted by θ = 2, the equilibrium with the two second level Stackelberg leaders (MTS, MegaFon) and the first level Stackelberg leader (VimpelCom), denoted by θ = 3. The latter case most accurately (deviations in the agents' traffic less than 10%) corresponds to the current state of the market.
In Table II -IV the parameters of Pareto effective agents' strategies for voice traffic are shown, in Table V-VII the parameters for Internet traffic are shown. The profit deviations In the case of implementing the strategy q i1 > 0, i 1 ∈ N 1 , two possible situations are considered: 1) the unawareness of all unlimited agents except one (η-th) about the existence of a free market volume -in this case q η ≤ q, that is, the η-th agent, if the technological capacity limit allows it, occupies the entire free market volume, consequently
2) the awareness of all agents about the existence of a free market niche -in this case q i1 = q N1 , i 1 ∈ N 1 , that is, it is accepted that all unlimited agents divide the free market volume equally, that is,
In the case of the implementation of the strategy q i1 = 0, i 1 ∈ N 1 , it was assumed that Q
that is, the equilibrium supply of the limited agents is equal to the limit of their capacity; equilibrium supply of the unlimited agents is equal to the optimum without taking into account the capacity limitations.
The analysis of Table II -VII results shows that for both voice traffic and Internet traffic, the strategy q i1 = 0, i 1 ∈ N 1 dominates the strategy q i1 > 0, i 1 ∈ N 1 , that is
It should be noted that (6) is also performed for limited agents. The formula (6) follows from the fact that the sensitivity of the agents' profit to the change in the equilibrium price, corresponding to the strategy q i1 > 0, i 1 ∈ N 1 , is higher than the profit sensitivity to the change in supply under this strategy, since from (1) follows
Regression models A
Therefore, the conclusion about the Pareto efficiency of the strategy q i1 = 0, i 1 ∈ N 1 , obtained by modeling, is consistent with the theory of oligopoly.
The information equilibria parameters (Table IV, VII) calculated for the case θ = 3 have a practical importance, since 1) it predicts the possibility of a significant reduction in the supply volume of agent 3 (VimpelCom) under the same costs and capacity trends that were observed in 2003-2016; 2) it Table II shows the optimal strategies of all agents in response to such actions of the agent 3.
Also, for comparison with the results of [27] , the regression coefficients of the linear agents' costs functions of the form 
The regression models coefficients of the agents' costs functions, calculated by the least-squares deviation method in the Excel table processor, are given in Table VIII . The statistical significance criteria of regressions show the adequacy and high explanatory characteristics of models. The linear form of cost functions makes it possible to simplify the calculation of equilibria. IV. CONCLUSION
The model of the oligopoly equilibrium under nonlinear agents' costs functions is considered, taking into account the limitations on the technological capacity. It is shown that the influence of capacity constraints leads to the emergence of a free market volume equal to the sum of the deviations of equilibrium supplies from the limits of agents' capacities. The consequence of this is the game for the additional market volume between unlimited agents.
The simulation conducted for Russian telecoms agents shows the power trends in the limits of voice traffic depending on the profit and exponential trends of the limits of Internet traffic, depending on the dynamics of voice traffic. The last correlation is technologically consistent with telecommunications, since the technical base of Internet data transmission services is equipment used for voice traffic.
Such game strategies of unlimited agents, as an increase in the supply of services and the preservation of the supply of services at an unchanged level, are analyzed. The simulation confirmed that the strategy of invariability of the supply of services is Pareto effective in comparison with another possible strategy. The found parameters of Nash information equilibria under capacity constraints can be used for programs of Russian telecommunications development.
